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Abstract: The management of on-street parking is one of main parameters in traffic management. The 
lack of concentrated parking results in increased on-street parking and disturbance in traffic system. 
Approximation of traffic variants in precise analysis of movement management trend has an important 
role. The behavioral pattern of on-street parking has direct relation with land use around high ways as 
well as quantity and quality of traffic variants such as: speed, delay time, flow rate and volume to 
capacity rate which are effective in movement analysis. The recognition of relational model between 
dependent and independent variables as well as knowledge of all effective conditions in this model and 
its application in analysis of movement management are of these research aims. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The on-street park causes to decreased capacity, low movement speed, decreased safety level in highways 

(Chick, 1996). Some downtowns simply provide on-street parking wherever possible, whereas others prohibit it 
as being unsafe and a nuisance to moving traffic. Part of the problem is that prevailing thought on the subject 
has shifted over the years. Consequently, finding real answers is difficult because even the best studies appear to 
focus on one or two qualities of on-street parking, failing to account for the broad range of potential outcomes. 
Even though many planners and engineers now consider on- street parking an integral part of any downtown, 
questions linger. Proponents cite places in which on-street parking works incredibly well, whereas detractors 
cite places with contrary results. One issue is that these examples are informal and rarely based on more than 
word of mouth concerning the true outcomes. The bigger issue begs the question as to why some places have 
been successful when it comes to incorporating on-street parking in their downtowns. The utilization of 
movement management systems is created special position to resolve civil problems. This subject is more and 
cost effective than methods such as physical development. The behavioral pattern of on-street park is one of 
main subjects which have had special position is movement management system (Di Renzo, 1981). The capacity 
management of the city's road system is important so that on-street parking should be properly managed on 
roads with high vehicular demand. On-street parking slows down and impedes vehicles and disrupts the flow of 
traffic especially when vehicles are maneuvering in and out of the curb, but when on-street parking is properly 
designed, properly regulated and properly incorporated in the estimation of road capacity with the use of an 
equation model, this could lessen the disruption caused by the on-street parking to the flow of traffic (Meyer, 
1983). 

The transportation system management is an effective element of transportation planning process which 
indicates that correction solutions of transportation system pass thorough different paths and necessary 
management operations any of transportation systems parts. With regard to progressively demand, the optimum 
utilization of available possibilities, traffic flowing, best use of capacity, decreased travel time, partial speed 
increase, service level increase, safety increase, pollution decrease and costs are of such management solutions 
(Ellis, 1987). 
 
Background: 

On-street parking has a varied and inconsistent history. Once prevalent almost everywhere in the United 
States, restrictions against on-street parking began as early as 1920 (Shoup, 2005). When the rapid rise of the 
automobile in downtown Los Angeles, California, started to impinge on the flow of streetcars, the quick and 
easy solution was to ban on-street parking.  
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A mere 19 days later the ordinance was repealed for a variety of reasons, including claims that the parking 
restrictions were discriminatory against motorists. Seven years later, Chicago, Illinois, instituted some of the 
earlier successful on-street parking restrictions (Shoup, 2005). The difference in this case was that Chicago 
continued to allow priced on-street parking in some areas. Los Angeles on the other hand flip-flopped back and 
forth on the issue for decades. What Chicago appeared to find was that on-street parking not only provided 
revenue, but was also convenient and buffered pedestrians from the moving traffic? Although it is difficult to 
argue with the convenience factor and the idea of a pedestrian buffer, the debate continues as to the real benefits 
of on-street parking versus other types of parking in regard to issues such as land use, user demand, vehicle 
speeds, and safety concerns. This literature review examines the evolution of the approach to on-street parking 
in the United States as well as the existing research on its implications. 

This line of thinking took hold during this period when vehicle movement was the main focus of authorities 
charged with maintaining roads. By the time this 1971 book by the Highway Research Board was written, there 
was already abundant support from a variety of organizations for policies that advanced the ideas it contained. A 
1955 policy statement from the U.S. Chamber of Commerce called for giving the first priority of any street to 
the “movement of people and goods with such restrictions on curb usage as this principle may dictate” (HRB, 
1971). An influential 1959 report by the National Parking Association highlighted this issue further by 
suggesting the eventual banning of on-street parking in downtown areas based on this idea that priority in the 
street realm should first and foremost be for through traffic (HRB, 1971). A 1965 study deduced not only that 
limiting on-street parking increases road capacity, but also that off-street parking in city centers enhances retail 
activity (Smith, 1965). On that basis, the authors concluded that on-street parking should be reduced wherever 
possible and that off-street parking will be vital in determining the economic prospects of activity centers.  

All these opinions against on-street parking started to force the cities’ hand. People seemed to believe that 
providing off-street parking, even in the form of structured garages, was less costly than supporting the 
economic losses due to traffic congestion, crashes, and maintaining parking meters. Even cities that are today 
well-known for their on-street parking listened. A 1970 San Francisco policy eliminated on-street parking in its 
downtown on weekdays from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. on one side of most streets. Although the other side of the street 
could have been still used for parking, the city set it aside as a truck loading zone (HRB, 1971). According to 
the Highway Research Board at the time, on-street parking would be acceptable only in situations in which the 
street is not required to function as part of the street network, the through movement of traffic can be prohibited, 
and the need for parking is so great that it trumps vehicular movements (HRB, 1971). This list of warrants in 
essence promoted the idea that first and foremost streets are for the through movement of traffic. This 
widespread approach to allocating the street realm away from parking toward increased vehicular movement has 
been a significant factor toward the current state of affairs in many American cities. 

Today, there is much more thought toward accommodating multiple types of road users as well as shifting 
the balance toward non motorized modes in many urban situations. Carmel, California, has gone to the other 
extreme by banning off-street parking in the downtown (Shoup, 2005). Many cities however have been and are 
still being influenced by the long-standing idea that the focus in street allocation should be on automobile 
movement. The research history on the effects of on-street parking is not extensive, but there have been some 
studies that describe certain components of the potentially multifaceted outcomes. 

By creating identity for on-street parks and description of relations between on-street park and traffic 
variants and showing these park's influence on main elements of movement such as speed, delay time, flow rate, 
obtaining coefficients, relations between speed - park percent, the volume capacity rate, delay time, flow rate in 
different highways and description of changes in relations between elements in different situations and their 
practical use by managers and planning of transportation in terms of movement management is utilized (Al-
Masaeid, 1999). 
 
Research Method: 

The movement management process is a broad trend which has been categorized in proposed methodology 
into three input, process and output processes. The input of such processes include of supply model, demand 
molded, control methods and environmental conditions. Fig1 shows proposed process: 
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Fig. 1: Movement management process in proposed methodology 
 
Traffic Variables: 

 With average velocity ( v ), average delay time ( dt ), flow rate (V ) in P=0 percent and influence 
coefficients of on-street park for any variable in various Ps percent, could be obtained adjustment values in 
relations 1,2,3 in effect of different Ps percent (U.S Dot, 1981).  

 
vfv VP .=                                                                                                                                                             (1) 

dPtd tft
d

.=                                                                                                                                                 (2) 

VfV VP .=                                                                                                                                                  (3) 
 
Where:  

VPf : Average speed )10( << VPf .  

Ptd
f : delay time )1( ≥Ptd

f .  

VPf : flow rate )10( << VPf , effect on-street park in various V/Cs and adjustment variables.  
v: average vacuity (km/h).  

dt : average delay time  
V: flow rate (veh/hr)  

 
Based on proposed methodology, the calculation and evaluation process is described based on fig2. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2: Calculation and evaluation process of on-street park effect on movement flow elements 
 
Data Collection and Resorting: 

The research methodology has been conducted as case study in Tehran. In order to collect primary data, the 
data of Tehran transport broad studies firm and traffic police research center has been utilized. The studied high 
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wages have been categorized into four general groups: highways, residential arterials, business arterials and 
local streets. The secondary effective factors on traffic flow variants such as the secondary effective factors on 
movement rate variants (speed, delay time and flow rate) include of volume of vehicles in opposite street, 
movement of passers, physical position of street condition, being of cross and it is effect on flow variables, 
climate situation of calculation time and width of street lines has been considered. Also, field estimate P percent, 
has been taken by video shutting for various V/Cs situations, 0,25,50,75 percent, and 100 percent. In order to 
review different streets in uses of high way, Basij high way the deride between Mahalati to Zamzam line (north 
to south path) and in residential main street region, Davood Abad line the divide between 10 Farvarding to Jafar 
Nejad line (west to east path) and commercial main street region of Molavi line between Vahdat Islami line to 
Mohammadieh Square (west to east path) has been selected and calculated. 
 
Analysis: 

The With regard to importance of subject and posed problems, from main factors which are effective in 
decree quantity and quality of street traffic, the effects of on-street parks on average movement velocity has 
been calculated.  
 
Average Delay Time: 

The evaluation of average coefficient of delay time given in table1 shows that by increasing P percent in 
any of streets and in certain V/C, the delay time increases. The evaluation of delay time equations with regard to 
table2, the equations are as third grade ascending ones. These equations, firstly, by increasing P percent from O 
percent to 25 percent because of converse relation with velocity, are highly ascending, then by increasing P 
percent from 25 percent to 50 percent and in some of cases up to 75 percent up to 100 percent are along with 
ascending rate. 

 
Table 1: Average movement delay time and its adjustment coefficient, in different V/C various %P percent, street conditions 

Influence Coefficient at on-Street Park on 
Average Movement Delay Time Average Delay Time 

V/C Street 
Type %P on-Street Park Percent %P on-Street Park Percent 

%100 %75 %50 %25 %0 %100 %75 %50 %25 %0 
1.22 1.13 10.09 1.07 1.00 5.60 5.20 5.00 4.90 4.60 %25 

Highway 
1.36 1.17 1.13 1.09 1.00 6.40 5.50 5.30 5.10 4.70 %50 

1.53 1.38 1.30 1.17 1.00 9.80 8.80 8.30 7.50 6.40 %75 

- 5.66 3.11 1.79 1.00 - 60.00 33.00 19.00 10.6 %100 

1.22 1.14 1.07 1.03 1.00 7.20 6.70 6.30 6.10 5.90 %25 

Residential 
Arterial 

1.38 1.22 1.14 1.06 1.00 8.80 7.80 7.30 6.80 6.40 %50 
2.47 1.75 1.48 1.15 1.00 24.00 17.00 14.40 11.20 9.70 %75 

- - 3.17 1.35 1.00 - - 60.00 25.70 18.90 %100 
1.31 1.17 1.11 1.06 1.00 8.40 7.50 7.10 6.80 6.40 %25 

Business 
Arterial 

1.59 1.30 1.21 1.10 1.00 11.60 9.50 8.80 8.00 7.30 %50 
3.88 1.75 1.46 1.21 1.00 40.00 18.00 15.00 12.5 10.30 %75 

- - 3.43 1.32 1.00 - - 72.00 27.70 21.00 %100 

1.95 1.39 1.22 1.15 1.00 14.4 10.30 9.00 8.50 7.40 %25 

Local 
 Street 

2.44 1.60 1.32 1.15 1.00 19.00 12.50 10.30 9.00 7.80 %50 

- 2.92 1.94 1.38 1.00 - 28.90 19.20 13.70 9.90 %75 

- - - 1.39 1.00 - - - 22.20 19.00 %100 
 

Flow Current Rate: 
The evaluation of flow rate coefficients in table3 shows maximum flow rate based on streets classification 

and different %P. As absorbed in table, by increasing P percent, the maximum flow rate decreases. The 
evaluation of flow rate equations with regard to table4 shows that in flounce coefficient of on-street parking on 
maximum flow rate is as third-grade descending equations. In these equations, by increasing P percent from O 
percent up to 25 percent, firstly, is observed that it decreases and then by increasing P percent from 25 percent 
up to 75 percent, 
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Table 2: Average movement delay time and its adjustment coefficient, in different V/C %P percent, streets conditions 
Application of Coefficient on Average Movement 

Delay Time Average Movement Delay Time V/C Street 
Type R2 Equations R2 Equations 

0.999 Y= 0.0083 X3 - 2.0707 X2 – 0.221 X + 
0.842 0.999 Y= 0.0333 X3 - 0.2876 X2 + 0.8881 X + 

3.68 %25 

Highway 0.998 Y= 0.0167 X3 - 0.1357 X2 + 0.3876 X + 
0.73 0.998 Y= 0.075X3 - 0.6036 X2 + 1.7214 X + 3.5 %50 

0.998 Y= 0.0092 X3 – 0.0889 X2 – 0.3819 X + 
0.696 0.999 Y= 0.0667 X3 - 0.6357 X2 + 2.597 X + 4.36 %75 

0.998 Y= 0.44 X2 – 0.67 X – 1.265 1.000 Y= 1.2333 X3 – 4.6 X2 + 13.567 X + 0.4 %100 

0.999 Y= 0.0093 X2 – 0.0007 X – 0.992 0.998 Y= 0.0083 X3 - 0.0179 X2 + 0.1738 X + 
5.74 %25 

Residential 
Arterial 0.994 Y= 0.0143 X2 – 0.0063 X – 0.984 0.998 Y= 0.0333X3 - 0.2143 X2 + 0.8524 X + 5.72 %50 

0.994 Y= 0.225 X3 – 1.1254 X2 + 0.4221 X + 0.67 0.994 Y= 0.225 X3 – 1.2821 X2 - 4.2929 X + 6.36 %75 
1.000 Y= 0.725 X2 – 1.815 X – 2.09 1.000 Y= 13.75 X2 - 34.45 X + 39.6 %100 

0.999 Y= 0.0075 X3 – 0.0554 X2 + 0.1771 X + 
0.87 0.999 Y= 0.05 X3 - 0.3714 X2 + 1.0176 X + 5.54 %25 

Business 
Arterial 0.995 Y= 0.0157 X3 – 0.1168 X2 + 0.3574 X + 

0.74 0.996 Y= 0.1083X3 - 0.0782 X2 + 2.4095 X + 5.54 %50 

0.991 Y= 0.15 X3 – 1.0729 X2 + 2.5041 X - 0.61 0.992 Y= 1.5583 X3 + 11.161 X2 – 26.081 X - 6.11 %75 
1.000 Y= 0.895 X2 – 2.365 X + 2.47 1.000 Y= 18.8 X2 – 0.49 X + 51.9 %100 

0.999 Y= 0.0392 X3 – 0.2868 X2 + 0.744 X + 
0.502 0.999 Y= 0.2833 X3 - 2.0643 X2 + 5.3524 X + 

3.82 %25 

Local 
 Street 0.998 Y= 0.045 X3 – 0.2986 X2 + 0.7564 X + 

0.462 0.998 Y= 0.35 X3 - 2.3286 X2 + 5.9214 X + 3.82 %50 

0.998 Y= 0.15 X2 + 0.118 X + 0.98 1.000 Y= 0.4167 X3 – 1.65 X2 + 5.8333 X + 5.3 %75 
1.000 Y= 1.36 X2 – 3.69 X + 3.33 1.000 Y= 6.2 X + 9.8 %100 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Influence coefficient of on-street parking on average flow delay in Highway 
 

 
 

Fig. 4: Influence coefficient of on-street parking on average flow delay in Business Arterial 
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Table 3: Flow rate and its adjustment coefficient, in different V/C various %P percent, streets conditions 
Influence Coefficient at on-Street Park on 
Movement Flow Rate Flow Current Rate  

V/C 
Street 
Type %P on-Street Park Percent %P on-Street Park Percent 

%100 %75 %50 %25 %0 %100 %75 %50 %25 %0 
0.79 0.84 0.86 0.89 1.00 74 79 81 74 93 %25 Highway 
0.65 0.76 0.87 0.90 1.00 42 49 56 58 64 %50 Residential 
0.58 0.73 0.87 0.90 1.00 35 43 53 54 61 %75 Business 
0.37 0.77 0.55 0.69 1.00 11 13 17 21 30 %100 Local 

 
Table 4: Equations of flow rate and its adjustment coefficient, in different V/C %P percent, streets conditions 

Application of Coefficient on Average Movement 
Velocity in Study Region Average Movement Velocity in Study Region V/C Street 

Type R2 Equations R2 Equations 

0.995 Y= 86 X3 – 29.861 X2 – 2994.7 X + 11607 0.999 Y= 0.0092 X3 - 0.00918 X2 - 0.319 X + 
1.236 %25 highway 

0.989 Y= 37.5 X3 + 291.5 X2 - 1151 X + 7327.8 0.989 Y= 0.0057 X3 + 0.0454 X2 - 0.1788 X + 
1.136 %50 Residential 

0.986 Y= 34.91 X3 + 224.2 X2 – 893.83 X + 
6723.6 0.989 Y= 0.0067 X3 + 0.045 X2 - 0.1683 X + 

0.126 %75 Business 

0.998 Y= 34 X3 + 415.79 X2 – 1920.20 X + 4562.8 0.998 Y= 0.0108 X3 + 0.1339 X2 - 0.6252 X + 
1.50 %100 Local 

 

 
 
Fig. 5: Influence coefficient of on-street parking, maximum flow density on Highway 

 

 
Fig. 6: Influence coefficient of on-street parking, maximum flow density on Residential Arterial 
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Fig. 7: Influence coefficient of on-street parking, maximum flow density on Business Arterial 

 

 
 
Fig. 8: Influence coefficient of on-street parking, maximum flow density on Local Street 

 
Evolution Of On-Street Park Effect On Flow In Streets: 

The review of velocity – delay time curve for different V/Cs and streets shows that decrease of velocity rate 
in any of given V/Cs along with increasing V/C rate causes to partial drop of flow velocity in P percent and 
leads to increased delay time.  

On the other hand, in certain V/C, P percent causes to lower flow velocity rate and subsequently, increases 
delay time. 
 
Evaluation Of Velocity- Delay Time In Flow Rate To Different Capacities Rate:  

The comparison of on-street park effect on flow traffic variants on different streets in various V/Cs show 
than, one certain V/C. P percent given elements with regard to street type is different. The lines number of 
streets has direct relation with decreased capacity. The P percent between zero up to 65 percent causes to 
decreased capacity of street. The effect of street is different from one street to other street with regard to lines 
number and dominant situations on street type. 
 
Evolution Of On-Street Park Effect On Flow In Streets: 

 Decrease of velocity rate in any of given V/Cs along with increasing V/C rate causes to partial drop of flow 
velocity in P percent and leads to increased delay time On the other hand, in certain V/C, P percent causes to 
lower flow velocity rate and subsequently, increases delay time. 
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Conclusion: 
Considering the current trend toward harmonizing the conflicting demands of transportation facilities, the 

results of this study could inform efforts in creating pedestrian-friendly streetscapes that support vibrant centers. 
On-street parking is not purely a device to be used in the right environment; rather, it is also a tool to help create 
that right environment. On-street parking should be used more commonly but especially in situations in which 
the street is part of the destination and the intent is to cause drivers to slow down and recognize that they have 
reached a place. Results show that these places with on-street parking tend to be safer and more walk able, 
require less parking, and have much more vitality. 

The knowledge of effective factors which decreases the contrast between estimated model and real model 
and imposes them in correction process of flow management is of the present research aims. The obtained 
results could be summarized as follows: 

Estimation of influence coefficient of on-street parking on velocity and flow moderate delay resultant of 
classification of streets and also product of different V/Cs, different on-street parking percent and average 
velocity improvement and flow moderate delay resulted from on-street parking.  

Estimation of influence coefficient of on-street parking on traffic volume resultant of classification of 
streets and different on-street parking percent and improvement of traffic volume resultant of on-street parking.  

Establishment of velocity behavioral pattern equations, delay time, traffic volume, second, third grade with 
equations accuracy (0.9<R2<1). 
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